The new method is presented for computing engineering structure reliability by direct searching the next checking point and accelerating convergence based on the analysis of errors in the center point method and borrowing ideas form the merits of the other First-Order Second Moment (FOSM) methods. The idea of the direct searching method is constructing a new explicit searching formula to make the new checking point being more closed to the failure surface based on the results of the center point method. The new checking point has steepest descent character because the searching path is the gradient of the approximate surface. An example shows that the method presented in this article has well precision. Although the direct searching formula may not reach the globally optimal point, the error can be controlled owing to the locally optimal plan at each searching step.
Introduction
There are a lot of uncertainties in the analysis of engineering structure [1] , the distribution type of the random variable is various, the functions of the member do not follow the normal distribution, which are generally nonlinear, therefore, it is hard to calculate the reliability index of the structure directly. At the present, the firstorder second moment method (FOSM) is widely used as the approximate calculation method, which is. The common first-order second moment methods are center point method, checking point method, mapping transformation method, practical analysis, design point and gradient optimization method etc. The first-order second moment method is accepted in the engineering due to its simple calculation and the calculation precision can meet the engineering application requirement in the most cases.
Because of its direct and simple characteristic, the center point method is firstly used in the engineering as the primary estimation of the structure reliability. But the center point method does not consider the real distribution of the random variables, which only consider their mean value and variance and implicitly assume the each random variable is normal distribution or logarithmic normal distribution. Both the theory and practice indicate [2, 3] , the calculation error of the center point method is big for the nonlinear limit state equation, as a result, reliability indexes which obtained from different format of nonlinear limit state equation with the same mechanical meaning differ greatly, it is inconvenient in the real application and could not meet the requirement of engineering accuracy. Both the checking point method and mapping transformation method select the design checking point as the linearization point of the nonlinear function, which could get reliability index with higher accuracy and ensure the uniqueness of reliability index for the same member, but the two methods are implicit and the calculation process are complex, which need several double iteration and the selection of initial values have impact on the iteration process, therefore, they are not easy to be applied in the real engineering. Hence, it should put forward some simplified algorithms with less calculation and good accuracy, there are practical analysis method [4] and design point method [5] . The gradient optimization method [6] is also an implicit method, which calculate the problem as an optimization question, thus, the calculation of the reliability index is convenient, the advantage is more obvious especially for the complex index, it could reduce the calculation effective.
The basic principal of the first order reliability method is the linear expansion of the function, which use the linear function as the former function, so it could get the approximate solution. Hasofer, Lind [7] define the smallest distance between the failure surface point (checking point) and the mean point as the reliability index, which has solved the problem of simple reliability index. Rackwitz, Fiessler [8] has dealt with non-normal distribution of random variables used the equivalent normal variable method. Shinozuka [9] has pointed out the checking point is the largest probability density point on the structure function surface, the search of the checking point could use the ordinary constraint optimization algorithm. Der Kiureghian [10] has put forward the method to deal with many checking points in the optimized analysis. Bjerager [11] has deduced the sensitivity of the first order reliability index used the check point coordinates. There also appear a lot of new reliability calculation methods during the solution of nonlinear function problem, such as the two order reliability method, selective sampling method (Harbitz [12] ) etc. Guan [13] has suggested selecting several points on the function surface near the checking point, and constructing multi tangent planes to fit the real nonlinear function surface, the similar idea is such as the method which is proposed by Mahadevan [14] . The improved reliability methods are in the theoretical discussion stage, while the traditional FORM are still used in the real practice.
The computational accuracy of the center point method is not high, even if not considering the influence of the variable distribution pattern, there are two reasons as follows. Firstly, the mean point is assumed as the linearization point for the method, while the mean point is far away from the failure boundary, thus, if the original nonlinear limit state equation is made Taylor series expansion about the point and the reliability index is calculated, the calculation error is larger than taking the expansion point for design checking point. Secondly, the center point method only take a linear cut for the Taylor series expansion and does not consider the influence of higher order, which is also an important reason caused error. Due to the above two reasons, the reliability index is different for the same structure when limit state equations with different format are given. Based on the analysis of the defect of center point method and advantage of other methods, a new approximate calculation method which is suitable for engineering application and with high calculation accuracy is proposed in the paper.
Direct Searching Method
Generally, the random variables which have impact on the structure reliability are assumed as
Limit state equation is:
The structure function is made Taylor series expansion about the point
 , therefore, the format of Formula (3) could be transformed as follows
where, i X is the vector point,   The simple vector expression is adopted in the following deduction.
The expression of linear structure function could be got through only taking the linear item.
where,
Take mean value and variance for the Formula (5), thus
The structure function is expanded about the center point at this time, generally speaking, the center point is far away from the failure surface, which cause a large calculation error, so a new checking point would be constructed in the following, which is near the failure surface. In fact, the Formula (5) is the one order approximation for the failure surface, whose geometrical significance is a hyperplane in -dimensional space, while the n 
geometrical significance of the failure surface is a curved surface in -dimensional space, if a suitable point on the plane is taken as the checking point, it could make the smallest distance between the checking point and the failure surface smaller than the smallest distance between the center point and the failure surface. The structure function is made Taylor series expansion about the checking point again, and the linear item is taken to be analyzed, it could predict that the accuracy of the reliability index is higher than the Taylor series expansion about the center point.
n Construct:
Substitute the Formula (9) into Formula (5), it could satisfy
Moreover,
 
Z g X  is made Taylor series expansion about the checking point 1 X , it could obtain 
The direct search method has finish a iterative process for the reliability index, and it should point out, the iterative process is explicit.
If the obtained reliability index does not meet the accuracy requirement, new checking point could be constructed sequentially , , ,
We can see that, series A is the reflection of structure function for sensitivity index of each random variable, called sensitivity series; while series b represent the approximation degree between the checking point and failure surface, from the iterative process it could know,
It could be called residual series, which is used to judge whether the iterative process is terminated.
Analysis of Examples
A straight-bar with circular section, the tension force is , the diameter and stress yield limit F y are assumed as the random variables, which the mean value and variance are Now calculate the tensile reliability index [15, 16] . Internal force and stress were established with representation of the limit state equation of 1 Z and 2 Z , there is
When 1 0 Z  , the iterative results used the direct searching method are seen in Table 1.  Tables 1 and 2 indicate, after several simple iterative, the reliability index obtained used the direct searching method converge to a certain value. In the example, the convergent value is same for different structure function. But it should note that, the cases is not always as the above, because the nature of the direct searching method is the searching the point which is most near the failure surface on the approximation failure surface, because the checking point here is not the actual checking point on the failure surface, therefore, the reliability degree for different failure surfaces could converge to different values, but the differences is little, they would distribute in a small neighborhood of the reliability index. The geometric meaning of the reliability index is the smallest distance from the failure boundary to the mean point. Because the direct searching method limit the final searching point almost locate on the failure surface used the scale of b (it take final obtained distance from the approximation failure boundary to mean point is larger than the distance obtained by checking method, therefore, the reliability index obtained by the direct searching method is radical. Moreover, the proposed method is with good convergence property, and could satisfy the engineering accuracy, it is an explicit calculation method with relatively simple and accurate characteristic.
Conclusion
When the structure reliability degree is calculated used the direct method, if the limit state formula is different for the same mechanics problem, generally the structure reliability index is different, which is the insurmountability. Although the searching point obtained by the direct searching method proposed in the paper is not the global optimum, but each step of searching is local optimum, it make the searching result meet the accuracy requirement and with considerable guiding significance. The direct searching method is based on keeping accuracy, because the process of iteration is very simple, direct and vivid, and as a way of displaying the format, which is the checking point method is lacking of.
